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Stopping Al Smith:
The 1928 Democratic Primary
in South Dakota
PETER L. PETERSEN*

During the 1920s Democrats often appeared more eager to
battle each other than to oppose their rivals in the Republican
party. Lying fretfully under the broad blanket of the
Democracy were immigrants and Klansmen, Catholics and
Protestant fundamentalists, rednecks and sbanty Irish, bosses
and antibosses, wets and drys. Gradually, as the party
transformed itself from a political organization historically
dominated by its rural elements to one increasingly reflecting
the aspirations of its enlarging urban membership, clashes over
religion and prohibition seemed to overshadow all other issues. ^
At no time was the divisiveness of these essentially cultural
questions more apparent than when Democrats went through
the process of selecting a national leader.
In 1924 supporters of New York Governor Al Smith and
William Gibbs McAdoo deadlocked the party's national
convention for nearly one hundred ballots. As a wet,
Irish-Catholic, Tammany-trained easterner. Smith had come to
typify the ascending urban wing of the party. Conversely,
McAdoo, because of his support of prohibition, his reluctance
*

1 am indebted to Herbert S. Schell and Irederick W. Rathjen for encouragement,
advice, and criticism. A generous grant from the West Texas State University
Committee on Organized Research supported portions of the research for this
article.
1. For a description of the divisive themes within the Democratic party of the
1920s, see David Burner. The Politics of Provincialism: The Democratic Party in
Transition, ¡9I8-19J2 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1968).
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to alienate the Ku Klux Klan, and his carefully considered
efforts to become the successor of William Jennings Bryan, had
come to symbolize, less perfectly perhaps, the notions of rural
progressivism and the fear of many southern and western
Democrats that the "American system" was being undermined
by an alien and evil urbanism. ^ When Smith and McAdoo
finally released their delegates, the nomination, now so
discredited as to make victory impossible, went to John W.
Davis on the I03d ballot. Beyond revealing the party's suicidal
tendencies, the 1924 convention settled little and Democrats
grimly looked to a future clouded with continued conflict.
During the next three years Smith and McAdoo maneuvered
for position, each hoping to gain the upper hand before the
1928 convention. By early 1927 Smith was clearly in the lead.
His reelection to the New York governorship in 1926 had
sharpened his image as a winner and promised to keep him in
the public eye for the next two years. McAdoo's political
career, meanwhile, receded in the opposite direction. A
progressive more in step with Woodrow Wilson's New Freedom
than the "New Era" of the 1920s, McAdoo's chances of
securing the nomination appeared increasingly remote. So in
mid-September 1927 he announced that in the interest of
"party harmony" he would not be a candidate in 1928.^ To
commentators at the time McAdoo's announcement was
"merely a public recognition of an accomplished fact,""^ but
there was little doubt that Smith's chances had been enhanced.
And for a time, there was heightened speculation as to
whom, if anyone, the anti-Smith Democrats could find to take
up their standard. At first, Edwin T. Meredith seemed a distinct
possibility. An Iowa publisher {Successful Farming and Better
Homes and Gardens), he had served as secretary of agriculture
2. Carl N. Delger, "American Political Parties and the Rise of the City: An
Interpretation," Journal of American History 51 (June 1964):50-53; Lee N. Allen,
"The McAdoo Campaign for the Presidential Nomination in 1924," Journal of
Southern History 20(May 1963):211-23; John D. Hicks, Republican Ascendancy,
1921-1933 (New York: Harper and Row, 1960), pp. 92-97.
'i.New York Times. 18 Sept. 1927.
4. Editorial,/Veu'ÄepuWic 52 (28 Sept. 1927): 132; Eá\Xoñíu,TheNation 125 (28
Sept. 1928).299.
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in the closing months of the Wilson administration. Known as a
friend of the farmer, with a reputation as a dry and a
progressive, and a close associate of McAdoo, Meredith was an
anti-Smith Democrat with recognized political assets. During
the 1920 Democratic convention, for example, many of James
Cox's supporters had urged him to select Meredith rather than
Franklin D. Roosevelt as a running mate. At the acrid 1924
convention, eider statesman William Jennings Bryan had
endorsed Meredith for the presidency, and John W. Davis, after
securing the nomination, had offered Meredith second place on
the ticket.^
With the publication of McAdoo's withdrawal statement, it
was not surprising that reporters quickly sought out Meredith,
who was in New York on a business trip. Responding to their
questions, the lowan emphatically denied that he would be a
candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination, nor did
he think dry Democrats would attempt to draft him for the
position. His only prediction was that since Smith had
"permitted himself to be made the whole front of the wet
movement," he could not possibly win, and once the party's
5. Peter L. Petersen, "A Publisher in Politics: Edwin T. Meredith, Progressive
Reform, and the Democratic Party, 1912-1928" (.Ph.D. diss.. University of Iowa,
1971).
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drys reahzed this, they would hold a conference to select a
suitable candidate, probably either Newton D. Baker, Thomas J.
Walsh, Joseph T. Robinson, Cordell Hull, or Daniel Roper.^
Contrary to Meredith's predictions, however, dry Democrats
failed to hold anything that resembled a national conference.
Initial efforts to stimulate sentiment for drys, one McAdoo
follower lamented, seemed to bring "practically no answering
echo at all.""^ And Meredith, after meeting in New York with
McAdoo, Roper, and others, was deeply discouraged. No one, it
appeared, was willing to take the lead in calling a conference,
particularly since this was unlikely to have the support of those
who wished to stand as favorite sons.^ Outwardly, Meredith
continued to exhibit confidence, but his correspondence was
permeated with a growing sense of frustration. On 1 October,
for instance, he complained that even in Iowa there seemed not
"to be any activity on the partof thedry progressives or anyone
other than Al Smith's men." ^
The essential problem facing dry Democrats was that unless
they could produce an attractive alternative to Smith, the New
York governor would gain the nomination almost by default.
"It is the same old proposition of not being able to beat
someone with no one," Meredith had written McAdoo in
August.*^ Consequently, he and several of his pohtical allies
continued to search for someone to challenge Smith, and by
mid-November, Meredith had decided that Newton D. Baker
was the best choice. Arriving in Cleveland on 20 November, the
Iowan went to the Baker residence and, after sharing a Sunday
meal, spent nearly four hours arguing that Baker was just the
man to defeat the Republicans by concentrating on issues such
as prohibition enforcement and farm relief. His pleas, however,
6. New York Times, 20 Sept. 1927; Des Moines Register, 20 vid 21 Sept. \9-^lDes Moines Tribune, 20 Sept. 1927.
7. George Fort Milton to William Gibbs McAdoo, 17 Oct. 1927, McAdoo Papers,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
8. Ibid., 21 Sept. 1927.
9. Edwin T. Meredith to Eugene Feuling, 1 Oct. 1927, Meredith Papers, Special
Collections Department, University of Iowa Libraries, Iowa City, Iowa.
10. Meredith to McAdoo, 22 Aug. 1928, Meredith Papers.
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failed to shake Baker's determination to stay out of the race. As
Meredith reported later, in a dejected description of the
meeting, his former cabinet colleague was "not willing to stand
as a candidate on any basis.""
Although Meredith was deeply disappointed by Baker's
refusal, George Fort Miiton, editor of the Chattanooga News
and national publicity director for McAdoo's 1924
preconvention campaign, was downright angry. "The people
who believe Smith cannot be elected but still who by inaction
acquiesce in his nomination," he wrote Meredith, "are really
traitors to the welfare of the party and to the country as a
whole."'2 Meredith and Milton had become personal as well as
political friends during the 1924 convention and now,
throughout the remainder of 1927, the two, occasionally
joined by Daniel Roper and one or two other dry Democrats,
pondered the problem of stopping AI Smith.
It was late December before Milton excitedly wrote Meredith
that he finally saw "a ray of light, a definite precise something
which can be done to check Al Smith's nomination
stampede
It can be done in South Dakota." Describing the
situation, Milton explained that he had just received a letter
from William W. Howes, the Democratic National
Committeeman from South Dakota. Long active in state
pohtics, Howes hay been the Democratic gubernatorial
candidate in 1920. Four years later he had been elected national
committeeman, and as a member of the South Dakota
delegation to the national convention, had served as a McAdoo
floor manager. Now, Howes complained to Milton, the Smith
forces in the state were challenging his leadership. Not only
were they trying to replace him as national committeeman, but
the same group was also reportedly bent on denying reelection
to Governor William J. Bulow, the first Democrat elected to
11. Meredith to Newton D. Baker, 15 Nov. 1927; Bakei to Meredith, 19 Nov.
1927; Meredith to Baker, 26 Nov. 1927, all in Baker Papers, Library of Congress;
Meredith to Milton, 25 Nov. 1927; Meredith to Cato Sells, 26 Nov. 1927, Meredith
Papers.
12. Milton to Meredith, 27 Nov. 1927, Meiedith Papers.
13. Meredith to John H. Cowles, 27 OcL 1927; Meredith to Daniel Roper, 21 Dec.
1927, Meredith Papers.
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that office in South Dakota history. What all of this meant,
Milton gleefully reported, was that the Smith campaign in
South Dakota had "been taken hold of by the wrong
crowd."»-*
The thing to do now, Milton continued, was to "give Howes
some help out there and start Smith on a real toboggan ride."
He had already sent a telegram to Howes urging him to use the
name of Senator Thomas J. Walsh of Montana as a rallying
point for the anti-Smith people. Milton believed that Walsh was
the "best bet" since he had once lived in South Dakota and was
a Catholic, thus undermining the "claim that Smith's enemies
were against him because of his religion."'^ Both Meredith and
Roper thought the idea of using the South Dakota primary to
stop Smith held considerable promise. The Iowa publisher sent
Milton $500, which the latter quickly forwarded to Howes.
Roper, too, lent his support.'^
Milton and his friends were not the only ones excited by the
possibility of a Walsh race for the nomination.'"' His role in the
prosecution of the Teapot Dome scandals had earned Walsh a
reputation as the nation's leading anticorruptionist, while his
remarkable performance as chairman of the 1924 national
convention had won him friends among all segments of the
party. But beyond these admirable qualities, the fact that Walsh
was a Catholic and a dry appeared to offer the party an escape
from the dilemma posed by Al Smith. Knowledgeable observers
realized that with Smith as a candidate, Democrats were certain
to be hurt in the South and the West. Yet to deprive Smith of
the nomination ran the very real risk of ahenating substantial
14. Milton to Meredith, 27 Dec. 1927, Meredith Papers. For a sketch of Howe's
career see Doane Robinson, South Dakota: Stressing the Unique and Dramatic in
South Dakota History, 3 vols. (Chicago: American Historical Society, 1930)
2:196-97. For Bulow's career see Charles J. DaJthorp, ed.. South Dakota's Governors
(Sioux Falls: Midwest-Beach Co., 1953), pp. 45-47.
15. Milton to Meredith, 27 Dec. 1927 and 6 Jan. 1928, Meredith Papers.
16. Roper to Meredith, 14 Jan. 1928; Müton to Meredith, 2 Feb. 1928, Meredith
Papers.
i 7. For a lengthy summary of the press response to the Walsh candidacy, see
"Walsh Out to Beat Smith," Literary Digest 96(17 Mar. 1928):5-8. See also Paul A.
Carter, "The Other Cathoüc Candidate; The 1928 Presidential Bid of Thomas J.
Walsh," Pacific Northwest Quarterly 55 (Jan. 1964): 1-8. Carter devotes only one
sentence to the South Dakota contest.
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numbers of Catholic voters who normally could be counted
upon by the party. Perhaps Mark Sullivan, the nationally
syndicated columnist and one of the Montana senator's most
persistent champions, put the case for Walsh best. "Among
other wholesome advantages," Sullivan believed Walsh's
candidacy would do two things: "It would show that not all the
Catholics in the country are united behind any one candidate
just because he is a C'atholic; it would show that not all
Catholics are behind Smith. Second, it would provide those drys
in the South, who are not actuated by religious prejudice, with
an opportunity of demonstrating that they are willing to get
behind a Catholic, regardless of his religion, provided that he is
As Milton had noted, several additional factors stood to
make Walsh a particularly strong candidate in South Dakota. In
1884, fresh out of the University of Wisconsin Law School, he
had come to the town of Redfield in east central Dakota
Territory where, for six years, he had practiced law in
partnership with his brother Henry, while occasionally taking
part in local Democratic politics. Both activities necessitated
considerable travel and he soon acquired a wide circle of Dakota
friends. Even after moving to Helena in 1890, he continued
these contacts. Thus, Walsh's ties with South Dakota were
impressive, especially when contrasted with Smith's alleged
ignorance of the West. ^'^ Morever, South Dakota had a
reputation as a dry state, and Walsh was certainly a "bone-dry
prohibitionist. "'^'^ Because the South Dakota Democratic
convention would come before any similar occurrence in the
nation, one can readily understand why some Democrats
saw South Dakota as the ideal place to slow and perhaps
18. Maik Sullivan to Milton, 27 Feb. 1928, affixed to Milton to Walsh, I Mai.
1928, Walsh Papers, Library of Congress.
19. J. Leonard Bates, ed., Tom Walsh in Dakota Territory (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1966); David Burner, "The Brown Derby Campaign," New York
History 46(Oct. 1965): 373.
20. Alan L. Clem, South Dakota Pohtica! Almanac: A Presentation
of Election Statistics, ¡889-1960.State University of South Dakota, Governmental
Research Bureau Report no 47, {Vermillion, 1962), pp. 36-38; Josephine O'Keane,
Thomas J. Walsh: A Senator from Montana (Francestown, N.H,: Maxshall Jones Co.,
1955), p. 10.
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even stop AI Smith's drive for his party's presidential
nomination.
Yet obstacles remained. The Smith forces in the state were
well organized. Led by Holton Davenport, son-in-law of Charles
Day, editor of the Sioux Falls Argus-Leader, they had been at
work for months. Not only had Howes gotten a much later
start, but also he could not expect much outside help beyond
some financial assistance and letters of encouragement. Both
Milton and Roper were too busy to come west, while Meredith,
who was quite popular with South Dakota Democrats,'^' was
seriously ill throughout much of January with the heart disease
that would take his life later in the year. The biggest handicap,
however, was Walsh's attitude toward the entire nominating
process. As Mark SuUivan noted, Walsh had the "old-fashioned'
idea that the office should seek the man. Accordingly, he was
reluctant to campaign, preferring to remain at his Senate post in
Washington. "The chief impediment to the kind of campaign
organization and activity which would make Walsh formidable
is Walsh himself," Sullivan told his readers on 7 March. ^^
A good illustration of Sullivan's complaint is the way Walsh
handled the announcement of his candidacy. Although rumors
that he planned to enter several presidential primaries had
circulated for weeks, ^^ the senator had repeatedly refused to
comment. Einally, on 3 March he conceded that he had
"assented to the plans of friends" and was allowing his name to
be entered in the South Dakota, Wisconsin, and California
primaries. He quickly pointed out, however, that this action had
not been inspired by him and insisted that he did not intend to
quit his duties in Washington to promote his candidacy. "If my
services to the party have been such as to entitle me to
consideration in connection with the presidency, I dare say the
rank and file are not ignorant pf the fact." ^"^
21. One early poll of South Dakota Democrats had Meredith leading all
contenders, including Smith. Miichell Republic, 17 Jan. 1928. Meredith realTirmed
his noncandidacy on 20 Jan. 1928.
22. Great Falls (Montana) Tribune, 6 and 7 Mar. 1928.
23. See Associated Press reports in the Helena (Montana) Independent, 1 and 9
Jan. 1928.
24.New York Times. 3 Mar. 1928; Great Falls Tribune. 4 Mar. 1928.
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By the time Walsh announced his candidacy, the complicated
South Dakota primary process was well underway. In an effort
to blend the best aspects of the convention and primary
systems, the South Dakota legislature had adopted the so-called
Richards Primary Law in 1912. This law was largely the work of
Richard O. Richards, a Huron progressive, who saw his proposal
as a step in the direction of securing "responsible party
government." Even though the Richards Primary Law had been
modified in the intervening years, enough of the original
measure remained to make the 1928 South Dakota primary
unusual, if not unique. ^^ Democrats and Republicans followed
identical procedures , consisting of four basic steps. ¡ First,
voters went to their precinct polling places and on a blank
ballot wrote the names of three party members residing in the
same precinct. The three thus selected became precinct
proposalmen and were eligible to participate a week later in the
second stage, the county convention. Here, they elected three
county proposalmen from their own ranks to represent the
county at the third step in the process, the state convention
in Pierre.
At the state capital the Democratic and Republican
proposalmen from each county held simultaneous meetings
during which they adopted statements on the paramount issues,
endorsed candidates for various offices, and, during presidential
election years, selected delegates to the party's national
convention. A majority vote ruled on all questions, with each
proposalman having voting strength equal to one-third of the
number of votes cast in his county at the last general election
for his party's candidate for governor. The fourth and final step
came during a statewide primary election late in May. Quite
often this voting was perfunctory and involved only a stamp of
approval upon the actions of the state convention. There could
be exceptions, however. If proposalmen at the state convention
with at least one-fourth of the voting strength of the whole
convention agreed on a minority position, either on the issues
or the candidates, the voters in the May primary had the
opportunity to choose between the majority and minority
25. Clarence A. Berdahl. "The Richards Primary," American Political Science
Review 14 (Feb. I92O):93-105; Herbert S. ScheW, History of South Dakota {Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1961), pp. 273-74.
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positions, including rival slates of delegates to the national
convention. 26
The first two steps under the Richards law had taken place in
February, and the state conventions were scheduled for 6
March. Returns from the proposal meetings suggested that
South Dakota Democrats were badly split. The Smith forces
had done well in the more heavily populated areas of the state,
virtually sweeping Minnehaha, Charles Mix, Pennirigton, and
Brown counties. However, Howes and his friends claimed
broadly based support and predicted victory for their side at the
state convention. ^'^ Complicating the situation was Governor
Bulow's stubborn refusal to say whether he would seek another
term. Even after state senator James McNamara of Huron
announced on 8 February that he was in the running for the
gubernatorial nomination, Buiow continued to remain silent
about his plans, saying only that he w ^ certain that South
Dakota Democrats would send a dry delegation to Houston, a
remark widely interpreted as a slap at the Smith people. At the
same time rumors began to build that Davenport planned to use
his position as leader of the Smith campaign to secure Howes'
post for himself. Thus, by the end of February, newspapers
within the state were reporting a growing rift in the party.'^^
Walsh's announcement on 3 March that he was allowing his
name to be entered in South Dakota served only to deepen
party divisions, and newsmen began to write of the
Smith- McNamara-Davenport faction on the one hand and the
Walsh-Bulow-Howes group on the other. ^^
Ironically, in spite of all the dire predictions, the convention
in the Senate Chambers of the CapUul proved to be almost
tranquil. Shortly before the meeting was called to order,
McNamara announced that he was withdrawing from the
26. For a lengthy explanation of the primary voting procedure in 1928, see the
editorial entitled "Technic of Voting," Sioux Faits Argus-Leader. 10 Feb. 1928.
27. Sioux Fails Argus-Leader, 7 and 14 Feb. Í92S; Aberdeen Evening-News. 21
and 22 Feb. \92%, Mitchell Republic, 5 Mar. 1928.
28. Mitchell Republic. 8 and 21 Feb. 1928; Aberdeen Evening-News. 27 Feb.
1928;William J. Bulow, Jr., to the author, 15 Dec. 1972.
29. Sioux Fatls Argus-Leader, 5 Mar. \92Z,Mitcheit Republic, 5 Mar. 1928.
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gubernatorial race.^** Once the session commenced, the
proposalmen quickly dispatched their assigned tasks. As a first
item of business, they reelected Howes as national
committeeman. Next, they narrowly endorsed Smith over
Walsh, the margin between the two men being less than 2,000
votes out of a total of 85,314 cast by the proposalmen. And
then, with Davenport leading the way, they drafted Bulow for
governor. After waiting some time for the cheers and applause
to subside, the governor rose and entered a plea for unity. "I
suggest that before we name the delegates to the national
convention that we have a recess and see if the two factions of
the party, the one that backed Walsh and the one that backed
Smith, can't get together," Bulow acknowledged that he and
Holton Davenport had disagreements, but he added "personally
I want to see Davenport go down to Houston as one of the
delegation." The suggested recess followed and after a few
minutes a compromise was reached, or as Bulow phrased it, the
two factions "got together." The result was a delegation to the
national convention containing both Smith and Walsh men,
including Bulow and Davenport, and an agreement that neither
side would use the May primary to challenge the outcome of
the state convention. The proposalmen quickly approved the
compromise and, after a call for the return of the nation to
fundamental democratic principles, including justice for
agriculture, the convention was adjourned.^^
Editorial opinion on the results of the convention was
mixed. To the Mitchell Republic, the Democratic performance
at Pierre was remin^cent of the story about "the lady who went
walking with a tiger and came back inside him." The newspaper
noted that once Walsh "was accepted by the anti-Smith
Democrats as their standard-bearer. . ., there was much scraping
of hoofs and growlings and mutterings in warning of the terrific
battle that was to impend before they would give up their
demand for a candidate who was for prohibition and for a
30. Aberdeen Evening-News, 6 Mai. 1928.
31. Associated Press dispatches, 6 and 7 Mar. 1928, Pierre, S. Dak. The AP
reported the vote as Smith-43,876, Waish-4i,213. Howes, however, informed Milton
that a recount showed Smith with 42,494 and Walsh, 41,213. Howes to Milton, n.d.
tea. 9 Mai. 1928], Meredith Papers.
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square deal to the farmer. And then they all endorsed Al Smith
for President." ^^ The Aberdeen American News took the
opposite position. With the endorsement of Smith, the
reelection of Howes, and the renomination of Bulow,the paper
said Democrats had "worked themselves out of their bitterness
into a state of harmony in which everybody was satisfied."^^
The Sioux Falls Argus-Leader agreed with the latter view,
describing the compromise that allowed the party to escape
from a "seemingly hopeless tangle" as "a master stroke of good
judgement. "3^^
For those who had hoped that South Dakota Democrats
would deal a telling blow to Al Smith's candidacy, the outcome
of the convention was a bitter disappointment. "It almost broke
my heart to come so close and not beat them," Howes wrote
Milton. The Chattanooga editor was equally disconsolate. "To
lose by such a shallow margin is disheartening but Lord, the
Smith voters had no victory at all," Milton said, adding that he
now believed Smith had "no overwhelming strength if such a
showing as this can be made against him in the short time our
folks had in which to fight." ^^ Walsh agreed with Milton's
assessment. "Considering that the Smith people have been
carrying on a campaign in South Dakota for nearly a year," the
Montana senator wrote Meredith, "the result of the proposal
convention. . .must be regarded as Pyrrhic victory for them."-'^
Most of this, however, was wishful thinking. In the weeks
following the South Dakota convention. Smith's candidacy
gathered momentum while Walsh made little headway. On 1
May voters in the California primary gave Smith a resounding
victory. Walsh finished a dismal third, trailing even Senator
James A. Reed of Missouri. Four days later Walsh made public a
32. "Devoured," editorial in Mitchell Republic, 8 Mar. 1928.
Í3. "'Convention Echoes," editoiial in Aberdeen American News, 11 Mar. 1928.
34. "Effective Work," editorial in Sioux Falls Argus-leader, 12 Mar. 1928.
35. Howes to MUton, n.d. [ca. 9 Max. 1928], Meredith Papers. Milton to Meredith,
12 Mar. 1928, Meredith Papers.
36. Meredith to Walsh, 7 Mar. 1928, Walsh Papers; Walsh to Meredith, 10 Mai.
1928, Meredith Papers.
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letter he had written to his campaign manager, former Montana
Governor W.W. McDowell. In it Walsh noted that the results of
the California primary indicated that Democrats desired
Governor Smith as their candidate and that, consequently, he
was no longer in the running. "Whatever hopes might have been
indulged that in certain contingencies the Houston convention
might deem it wise to make me its nominee," said Walsh, "they
can no longer reasonably be entertained."^'' With Walsh out of
the race. Smith swept to the nomination on the first ballot at
Houston, a far cry from the unrelenting opposition that had
confronted him four years earlier at the party convention in
New York.
Many students of AI Smith's successful bid for the 1928
Democratic presidential nomination believe that Thomas J.
Walsh was the New York governor's most formidable rival.
While few think that the Montana senator could have captured
the nomination for himself, some believe that there was a very
real possibility that he could have served as a rallying point for
more than one-third of the delegates, and thus, with the
two-thirds rule governing, prevented Smith's victory. The same
writers agree that the California primary was the crucial hurdle
for Smith, for after defeating Walsh in California, the
nommation was in his grasp. ^^ Yet, it now appears certain that
it was the South Dakota primary on which many of the leading
anti-Smith Democrats had pmned their hopes. Milton, McAdoo,
Meredith, and others obviously believed that South Dakota was
the most promising arena for challenging Al Smith.•'^ The
state was agricultural, dry, and western; characteristics not
37. Walsh to W.W. McDowell, 4 May 1928, printed in TVew York Times, 5 May
1928.
38. See, for example, Carter, "The Other Catholic Candidate," passim; Roy V.
Peel and Thomas C. Donnelly, The ¡928 Campaign: An Analysis (New York: Richard
R. Smith, 1931), pp. 10-11; Edmund A. Mooie, A Catholic Runs for President:The
Camfxiign of 1928 (^ew \oik: Roland Press Co., 1956), pp. 92-100.
39. Correspondence in the recently opened McAdoo and Meredith Papers indicates
that as late as 1 March Ihe McAdoo forces in California still doubted that Walsh
would do well in that state and were searching for an alternative candidate. See the
loUowing telegrams: Wm. H. Nebletl to McAdoo, 29 Feb. 1928, McAdoo Papers;
McAdoo to Meredith, 1 Mar. 1928, and Meredith to McAdoo, 1 Mar. 1928, Meredith
Papers.
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often associated with the New Yorker. Moreover, in Walsh
they had seemingly found the ideal candidate.
What happened, then, to dash their hopes? For one thing,
the Smith forces were simply better organized and better
motivated, and under the Richards Primary Law these were
distinct advantages. Howes conceded as much in his
postmortem letter to Milton. "Between you and me George,"
he wrote, "I never had anyone harder to campaign against than
Smith. His friends are strong for him.'"*'* Walsh's unwillingness
to campaign was an additional handicap. By the time the
senator formally announced he was in the race, the Smith
people were already in control of most of the state's more
heavily populated counties. Accordingly, they were able to gain
a narrow victory at the state convention. Fven so, the Walsh
forces had ample strength to challenge the vote at Pierre by
running a minority ticket in the May primary. Such a contest,
however, promised to be extremely divisive and would have
jeopardized the reelection of Governor Bulow. "If discord
continues in the Democratic party," one South Dakota
newspaper astutely observed before the state convention, "state
otïicials may as well oack UD and prepare to take the train
home. United, the party stands a chance of winning; divided,
there isn't a ghost ol a show.'"*^ Given the rare opportunity of
reelecting a member of their party to the governorship. South
Dakota Democrats decided to patch over their differences and
temporarily withdraw from the battle raging on the party's
national level.
Even though it is possible to argue that no action taken by
South Dakota Democrats could have significantly influenced
national pohtics in 1928, some national leaders saw the state's
primary as potentially the most important in the nation. And
while the reelection of Governor Bulow in November may in
part be attributed to the compromise worked out at Pierre in
March, the fact remains rnat the decision of South Dakota
Democrats in effect to cancel their presidential primary in 1928
helped clear the way for the nomination of Al Smith, the
undisputed champion of urban America.
40. Howes to Milton, n.d. [ca. 9 Mar. 1928], Meredith Papers.
41. "Divided They WiU VsH," taáXoúú in Aberdeen Evening-News. 10 Feb. 1928.
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